Approved for public release, distribution unlimited. An error analysis Is presented for Gaissican elimination when the matrix is arbitrarily sparse.
Error analyses for elimination on band matrices anti full matrices follow as special cases. 
INTRODUCTION.
Since the direct solution of systems of linear equations by elimination is now well understood when the matrix is full or band, attention has turned to the problem of elimination of systems when the matrix is arbitrarily sparse. When the sparse matrix arises from the discretization of an elliptic partial differential equation, it has a special structure and special properties which make iterative methods attractive.
Even here, however, one Can often find an ordering of the equations which makes elimination competitive (George [3] ).
But all too frequently the matrix has an arbitrarily sparse structure, e.g. in network analysis and econometric problems.
Here we present an error analysis of (point) Gaussian elimination when the matri., is arbitrarily sparse. The analysis is presented in terms of the structure of the elimination graphs arising in the elimination process. The only assumption we make is that the leading principal minors are non-zero, i.e. that the (1,1) entry in each reduced matrix is non-zero (cf. Forsythe and Moler [2], pp. 27-36).
Since the graphs of band and full matrices are special elimination graphs, the error analyses for band and full matrices follow as special cases.
MATRICES AND GIAPHS.
Let Note that ri+l, ci+l is the number of non-zero elements in the first row, column of the reduced matrix of order n-i+l, i.e. the reduced matrix whose graph is Gi_.
Define e i1l if there is an arc from xi to Xk and e kil if there is an arc from xk to xi in GiI. Otherwise, let elk=O and eki=0. We count a division as a multiplication and a subtraction as an addition. When M is symmetric, then ri=ci-di., and Rose (4] has 1 1n-i
shown that the factorization M=LDLt requires E di_ (di+3)/2 n-i multiplications and E di (di+1)/2 additions, while the ti=l 
Examples: Let Ml be an nxn matrix. 
' where •ik --ik 6 ike ik k+l<i<n, and for k+l<i, j_<n: otherwise.
Let I(k)I<, for all i, k and Im ¶ik<a for all i,j,k.
Then I i~k) <_aueik for k+l<i<n and ls!) I_:.+l) aueke for k+l<i, jn. l.Olur[n 3+n 2+n+l.Olu(n 4+2n 2+2n)/4].
REMARKS.
From §M3-5 we see that the error matrix arising in sparse elimination depends on the fill-in occurring during elimination.
In the band case we know a priori the structure of the matrix. However, in the arbitrarily sparse case we must view elimination in the context of optimal ordering, i.e. an ordering of the equations so that fill-in is minimized. Given a fixed ordering, our analysis here bounds the errors occurring in the computation.
